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The structural and electronic properties of an electron trapped at vacant anion site in alkali halides are
investigated using first principles electronic structure calculations with the supercell method. In order
to determine the spatial electronic charge density and band structure of the studied systems we used
the Augmented Plane Waves plus local orbital (APW + lo) method in the framework of the Density
Functional Theory (DFT), considering the Wu and Cohen parametrization of the generalized gradient
approximation (WCGGA) for the exchange and correlation energy, and the modification of Tran and
Blaha to the Becke and Johnson exchange potential (mBJ method). We discuss the improvements in
the description of the defect levels induced by the vacancies using mBJ compared to WCGGA.
Additionally, we revisit the experiment to perform a new determination of the UV/Vis absorption ener-
gies in F-centers. In the theoretical framework used, we demonstrate that the bound electron at the F-
center is localized within a sphere with diameter twice the lattice parameter. From the comparison of
our theoretical predictions with the Mollwo-Ivey relation that comes from this new experiment, we show
that the mBJ method predicts accurately the energy band gaps and gives better energy values for the s-p
transitions that give rise to the optical absorption energies.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The F-center is a lattice defect which consists of an electron
bound at a vacant negative ion site. It is the simplest defect that
can occur in ionic crystals like the alkali halides, when halogen
vacancies are produced by, for example, X-ray irradiation [1,2]. In
these cases, when an anion is removed from the host crystal, it is
replaced by an electron that occupies a donor state of a1g-like sym-
metry in the ground state (s-type state). The electronic transition
to a defect-induced level of t1u symmetry (p-type state) explains
the optical absorption energy peaks observed for F-centers in
UV–Vis absorption experiments. In this way, the fundamental opti-
cal absorption energies arise from electronic transitions from the
lowest 1s to 2p bound levels, according to the dipole selection rule.
Many experimental and theoretical efforts have been done from
the very beginning to study F-centers [2,3]. More recently, many
ab initiomethods were used in order to predict structural and elec-
tronic properties of the anion vacancies in alkali halides [4–10].
However, the study of F-centers by first-principles goes beyond
the rocksalt structure, and it has been applied to a wide variety
of structures. Among them, we can find, for example, bulk calcula-
tions in fluorite [11–13], perovskite [14,15], rutile [16–18], and
anastase [18] structures, which gave a description of the F-center
with different degrees of success depending on the used ab initio
approach.

In this work, the UV/VIS absorption experiment was revisited
for a variety of alkali halides, and we present a systematic ab initio
structural and electronic band structure study for the following
compounds: KI, KBr, KCl, NaCl, LiCl, NaF, and LiF. To this purpose
we used the WIEN2k implementation of the Augmented Plane
Wave plus local orbitals (APW + lo) method, in the framework of
the DFT [19]. For the exchange and correlation energy, we first con-
sidered the Wu and Cohen parametrization of the generalized gra-
dient approximation (WCGGA) [20]. Because it is known that this
approximation systematically subestimates the energy band gaps
Eg for most semiconductors [21], we also used the modified version
of the Becke and Johnson exchange potential proposed by Tran and
Blaha (mBJ method), which gives very accurate values of Eg in most
semiconductors and insulators [22–24]. For the alkali halides that
are subject of this study, we analyze how the improvements in
the prediction of the Eg energies using the mBJ method affect the
position of the defect levels when halogen vacancies are produced,
and how better the electronic band structure is correlated with the
experimental optical response in F-centers. To our knowledge, this
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is the first time the APW + lo method is systematically applied to
the study of these systems in this way.
2. Experimental procedure

The F-centers in the samples were prepared by the method of
ionizing radiation, using X-rays. Alkali halide single crystals were
irradiated for about 5 min at room temperature and normal pres-
sure using the X-ray tube (at 40 kV, 30 mA, with a rhodium anode)
of a Philips Wavelength X-ray (fluorescence) spectrometer at YPF
Technological Center (Ensenada, Argentina). The absorption spec-
tra were measured at room temperature in air using a UV–Vis Cin-
tra 20 double-beam spectrophotometer (GBC Scientific Equipment
Ltd.), ranging from 300 to 850 nm in 0.427 nm steps, except for LiF,
where the 190–900 nm range was used. The slit-width was set to
0.8 nm and both deuterium and tungsten-iodine lamps were used
to cover this wavelength range. A Ho2O3 glass sample was previ-
ously used as wavelength standard for calibration of the spec-
trophotometer. In Fig. 1 we present the obtained spectra. For
each compound, the absorption energy Ea was obtained from the
corresponding spectrum by a Gaussian fitting after subtracting a
linear background. The results for Ea are presented in Table 1
(fourth column) and plotted in Fig. 2. These measured values are
in very good agreement with those reported by other authors [2].
According to our results, we obtained the empirical Mollwo-Ivey
relation:

EaðdÞ ¼ 16:5ð9Þd�1:76ð6Þ ð1Þ
where d is the interionic distance in Å and Ea is expressed in eV.
3. First-principles calculations

3.1. Perfect crystal

The studied alkali halides have the well-known cubic NaCl-like
structure (rocksalt), which consists in a face-centered cubic (fcc)
array of cations with an interpenetrating fcc anion array (see
Fig.3a) [25].

In order to perform the APW + lo calculations, the muffin tin
radii (RMT) were chosen in order to allow the relaxation of the
structure maintaining non-overlapping atomic spheres (for this
purpose we choose RMT values 5% lower than d/2). We used RMT-
Kmax = 7 (parameter that controls the size of the basis of eigenfunc-
tions) and 100 k points in the full Brillouin zone, having prior
verification of the convergence in the total energy of each system.
Once self-consistency of the potential was achieved, the forces on
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Fig. 1. Normalized absorption spectra for the studied compounds. The peak
maxima are indicated in nm.
the ions were obtained, and they were moved according to a New-
ton damped scheme until the forces on the ions were below
0.005 eV/A. This procedure was performed with the WCGGA
approximation, which allows the determination of the equilibrium
atomic positions (relaxed structure), because it provides a func-
tional for the exchange and correlation energy. The relaxed struc-
tures obtained by WCGGA were then considered for the
calculations with the mBJ method, which does not allow calculat-
ing the equilibrium positions.

The density of electronic states (DOS) of NaCl using the WCGGA
approximation is shown in Fig. 4a. This system was taken as a rep-
resentative example of all the studied systems. Fig. 4b and c shows
the atom-projected partial DOS for Na and Cl atoms, respectively.
According to these figures, the valence band of NaCl is dominated
by Cl-3p states, with a small contribution of Na orbitals, in agree-
ment with the predominantly ionic nature of this alkali halide.
As can be seen there, the conduction band bottom has both Na-s
and Cl-s character, with an admixture of p states. The WCGGA cal-
culations predict a band gap of 5.3 eV, which is smaller than the
experimental one (8.5(2) eV [26]). Similar results were obtained
in the other studied pure alkali halides with WCGGA, i.e. the cation
and the anion in each alkali halide contribute to the DOS in a sim-
ilar way to that presented for Na and Cl, respectively. The overall
band structures obtained are consistent with previous theoretical
results obtained in these systems [27–29]. The Fig. 4d–f shows
the total and atom-projected partial DOS for pure NaCl using the
mBJ method. This potential diminishes the valence-band width
and increases the energy band-gap with respect to those calculated
with WCGGA. However, it does not change substantially the inter-
nal band structure (see Fig. 4e and f). In this case, using mBJ the
calculated band-gap is Eg

pure = 8.4 eV, which is in very good agree-
ment with previous calculations [23]. In Table 1 we present the
corresponding Eg

pure values obtained with the WCGGA approxima-
tion and the mBJ method for the seven studied systems. These
results demonstrate the general improvement in the prediction
of the energy gaps with the mBJ method in comparison to WCGGA,
as was shown in previous works for some pure alkali halides [22–
24,30]. Therefore, the mBJ calculations, which are barely more
expensive than those performed with the WCGGA approximation,
are of relevant interest for our study of the defect levels induced by
the anion vacancies in alkali halides.

3.2. The F-center

The F-center was produced by removing a halogen atom from a
supercell of 2 � 2 � 2 times the primitive cell (vacancy atomic total
dilution 1:64, see Fig. 3b). This neutral vacancy was treated using a
sphere inside which the basis function is atom-like, as done for all
the atoms in the structure (i.e., the vacancy is considered as a
‘‘ghost atom”, without nucleus or electrons). In order to test the
chosen APW + lo basis, additional calculations without the atomic
sphere at the vacancy site were performed (i.e., treating the
vacancy as part of the interstitial region). We found that both
methods gave essentially the same results, but the use of the
‘‘ghost atom” located at the vacancy site allows the decomposition
of the charge density at this site according to the different atomic-
like orbitals of the basis. This helps to better understand the role of
the vacancy by, for example, performing projections of the DOS at
the vacancy site, as already presented in Fig. 4b–c and e–f for the
atomic (cation and anion) sites in the perfect crystal.

For all the studied systems, the relaxation process was done
using the WCGGA approximation, maintaining the symmetry of
the vacancy site (Oh). Since WCGGA leads to reduced energy
band-gaps with respect to the experimental values, the position
of the defect electronic states introduced by the presence of the
impurity is questionable. For this purpose, we used the mBJ



Table 1
Interionic distances d (in Å), experimental band-gap energy Eg, and absorption energy Ea for the studied systems. Predictions by WCGGA and mBJ for the energy gap for the pure
crystal (Egpure) and the F-center system (Egvac), and the s-p transition energy (Esp) are also listed. Energy values are expressed in eV.

System d [25] Experiment WCGGA mBJ

Eg
exp [26] Ea Eg

pure Eg
vac Esp Eg

pure Eg
vac Esp

KI 3.53 6.0(1) 1.81(2) 4.0 4.3 1.5 6.0 6.1 1.9
KBr 3.30 7.4(2) 1.99(2) 4.4 4.7 1.6 7.3 7.3 2.3
KCl 3.15 8.4(2) 2.26(2) 5.1 5.4 1.8 8.6 8.8 3.0
NaCl 2.81 8.5(2) 2.66(2) 5.3 5.3 2.3 8.4 8.5 3.2
LiCl 2.56 9.4(1) 3.2 [2] 6.1 6.3 2.7 8.7 8.8 3.4
NaF 2.31 11.6(1) 3.61(2) 6.6 6.9 2.9 11.8 12.5 6.0
LiF 2.00 13.6(1) 4.94(2) 9.3 9.4 3.7 13.3 13.7 6.7
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Fig. 2. Experimental absorption energy Ea as a function of the interionic distance d
(the respective system names are indicated on the top). The blue solid line stands
for best least-squares fit of the Mollwo-Ivey relation. (For interpretation of the
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this article.)
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method, considering the positions of the atoms obtained after the
full relaxation process with the WCGGA approximation. As our
study is based in ground state calculations, there is no theoretical
reason to expect that predictions for the energy transitions
between vacancy levels agree exactly with the experimental
absorption energies Ea. In this respect, many ab initio investigations
were performed in order to deal with this issue [4,5,8,31,32] and,
recently, different more sophisticated approaches for the treat-
ment of the F-center absorption spectra than WCGGA and even
mBJ have been proposed and compared in the LiF system [10]. In
Fig. 3. Cubic NaCl unit cell (a) and 2 � 2 �
this work we focus only on the ground-state electronic structure
modifications introduced by the anion vacancy over all the pro-
posed alkali halide series.

The removal of the halogen atom in each case leads to structural
distortions in the vicinity of the vacancy. According to the WCGGA
calculations, the absence of an anion produces a displacement of
the six nearest-neighbor cations outward the vacancy of about
1% of the lattice parameter, while the second neighbors (anions)
slightly displace inwards the vacancy (changing its positions less
than 0.5% of the lattice parameter). This behaviour can be under-
stood in a simple Coulomb interaction scenario if the bound elec-
tron generates a weaker attractive force towards the NN cations
than that performed by the removed halogen atom. It is worth to
notice that, also in related fluoride materials, e.g. CaF2, BaF2, and
SrF2, relaxation of the first and second nearest neighbor atoms sur-
rounding the F-center are smaller than 1% of the lattice constant
parameter [11–13].

Fig. 5a shows the DOS for the NaCl supercell with a chlorine
vacancy, obtained with the WCGGA approximation after the relax-
ation process. We found that this DOS is almost identical to that of
the pure crystal (Fig. 4a). Therefore, the structural distortions
induced by the vacancy do not produce significant changes in the
DOS. For the system with vacancies, the valence band, dominated
by the Cl-3p states, is separated of the conduction band by an
energy gap Eg

vac of the same magnitude as that predicted for the
pure system (5.3 eV, see Table 1). Fig. 5b and c shows the atom-
projected partial DOS for Na and Cl, respectively. In these cases
we selected the most distant atoms to the vacancy site (both at
about 5 Å from the vacancy and with the major pure crystal-like
contributions to the DOS). The vacancy induces the appearance
of a partially occupied s-type donor level at about 1 eV below the
conduction band minimum (see Fig. 5d). In addition, unoccupied
2 supercell with an anion vacancy (b).
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Fig. 6. Electron density projections for the vacancy electronic states in NaCl in the plane [1 0 0] and for states with energies in the range of the (filled) s-type state (a) and the
(empty) p-type state (b) (see text). The vacancy site is at the center of each picture.

Fig. 7. Electronic band structure near the conduction band bottom for the NaCl supercell with an anion vacancy, calculated with the WCGGA approximation (a) and the mBJ
method (b). The Esp transition is at C point. Energies refer to the highest occupied state.
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p-type vacancy states in the conduction band are found. The DOS
obtained with the mBJ method for this system with vacancy pre-
sents the same features than those sketched in Fig. 5a-d, with dif-
ferences arising from the prediction of a larger Eg value
(Egvac=8.5 eV). It can be seen that this method increases the distance
of the s-type vacancy state to the conduction band. Also, it is
observed that the p-type vacancy states tend to localize on the con-
duction band bottom (Fig. 5h).

The spatial electron density projections corresponding to the
states with energies in the range of the (filled) s-type and (empty)
p-type vacancy levels are plotted in Fig. 6. At the center of each of
these pictures is the vacancy site. The four nearest-neighbors are
Na atoms (at ±d along the vertical and horizontal direction), and
the next neighbors are Cl atoms (at

ffiffiffi

2
p

d from the vacancy site,
along the diagonal). In Fig. 6a there are projected the 0.40 electrons
that occupy the s-type donor level. This plot shows that the donor
level found in the DOS (Fig. 5d) has a correspondence with a highly
localized electron density distribution inside the vacancy site (i.e. a
bounded electron) for the ground state. This good description to
within two lattice parameter demonstrates that the proposed
supercell approach is good enough to treat the F-center. In the
same way, the first 0.4 electrons that occupy the energy range of
the p-type states in the conduction band bottom are projected in
Fig. 6b. In this case, it can be seen that those electrons are more
delocalized.

The s-p energy difference (Esp, for which we consider the first p-
type peak inside the conduction band, see Fig. 5d and h) is 2.3 eV
with the WCGGA approximation, and 3.2 eV with the mBJ method.
In Fig. 7 we present the corresponding electronic band structures
for NaCl, in an energy region that includes the vacancy donor level
and the first states in the conduction band bottom. The Esp energy
corresponds to the a1g ? t1u direct transition at the C point, and
passes over the conduction band minimum, which does not have
p-character (as shown in Fig. 5d and h). The calculated values of
Esp are in good agreement with the experimental absorption energy
Ea (2.66(2) eV, see Table 1).

At this point it is important to mention that if we consider an
indirect transition such as C? X or C?M, for which the final
states have a weak p-type vacancy character, the corresponding
transition energies are lower than Esp (see Fig. 7). If we consider
the WCGGA approximation, the mentioned indirect transitions
start at 1.6 eV. Otherwise, if we consider the mBJ calculations, for
the C? X transition we obtain 2.7 eV, which is 0.5 eV lower than
the Esp value. Because the Esp prediction with the mBJ method over-
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estimates Ea, by considering the indirect transitions predicted by
this potential we found a better agreement with the measure-
ments. This fact shows, as mentioned above, that the band gap
problem strongly affects the correct description of the defect levels
(as shown in Fig. 5). In this respect, other authors obtained similar
predictions when used DFT methods that subestimate Eg [4,7].
Therefore, the use of a semilocal exchange and correlation poten-
tial as implemented in the mBJ method emerges as a more suitable
procedure than the WCGGA for the description of these systems
with vacancies. In this work we demonstrated that the mBJ method
gives an accurate prediction of the Eg value, and simultaneously
rearranges the relative position of the s- and p-type vacancy states,
giving Esp values in a better agreement with the experimental
energy Ea than those calculated with WCGGA.

In Table 1 we list the Eg
vac and Esp energies for all the studied sys-

tems with an anion vacancy, obtained by WCGGA and mBJ. Both
energies increase with decreasing the interionic distance d. As
can be seen in Table 1, in general, the energy gaps of the system
with vacancy (Egvac) are slightly larger than those of the pure com-
pound (Egpure), being the differences between them below 8%. Con-
cerning Esp, for KI the difference between the predictions obtained
by both methods is minimum (0.4 eV), and for NaF and LiF (which
have the minimum distances d among the studied alkali halides)
this difference reaches its maximum (3.1 and 3.0 eV, respectively).
Depending on the studied compound and the method of calcula-
tion, the predicted Esp energy represents 30–50% of Eg

vac, and by
mBJ the Esp/Egvac ratio decreases monotonously with d. Additionally,
it can be noted that the distance from the a1g level to the conduc-
tion band minimum (at C point, see Fig. 7) also decreases monoto-
nously with d. If we compare our theoretical predictions with the
experimental measurements, the Esp energies obtained by WCGGA
subestimate the absorption energy Ea (Esp values are 15–25% lower
than Ea), while by mBJ the Esp energies overestimates Ea (Esp values
are 5–66% higher than Ea). However, as we concluded for NaCl,
considering the possible indirect transitions, the latter method is
more suitable for the comparison with experimental results.
Fig. 8 shows the results for the experimental Ea and the theoretical
Esp energies as a function of d, and the corresponding power-law
relation fits. We obtain for the WCGGA calculations Esp

WCGGA(d)
= 12(1) d�1.6(1), and for the mBJ method Esp

mBJ(d) = 31(8) d�2.2(3),
where d is expressed in Å and Esp in eV. These relations agree with
the experimental trend obtained for Ea(d) and delimit the Mollwo-
Ivey relation of Eq. (1). For the mBJ method, the predicted Esp

mBJ(d)
power-law relation is in perfect agreement with the simpler mod-
els based in a Schrödinger-like problem of an electron trapped in a
potential well (according to this treatment Ea has d�2 dependence),
which were often proposed in the very beginning of the study of
these systems [2,33]. However, the success of this non-ab initio
models depends on arbitrary values for the potential width and
depth.

4. Summary and conclusions

We revisited experimentally the characterization of the absorp-
tion energies Ea in F-centers in alkali halides, and we analysed by
first-principles the structural and electronic properties of the anion
vacancy. Using the proposed supercell approach with an atomic
sphere description of the vacancy site (‘‘ghost atom” approach),
we demonstrated that the bounded electron is localized to within
two lattice parameter. We observed that the structural distortions
induced by the vacancy do not affect significantly the DOS of the
studied compounds, except for the introduction of the donor
vacancy states. For all the studied systems with vacancies, an s-
type defect level is found isolated, near the conduction band min-
imum, together with the p-type states localized at the bottom of
the conduction band. We showed that the mBJ method performs
accurate predictions for the energy band gap Eg and gives values
for the s-p transition energies in better agreement with the exper-
imental Ea than those obtained with WCGGA.
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